Major Highways Bypass Works For Rhondda Cynon Taff

Project:
A473 Church Village Bypass,
Rhondda Cynon Taf

Client:

Challenges
The Church Village bypass project was designed as a means of easing
congestion between Talbot Green and Pontypridd, South Wales, and
increasing activity in the local economy. This highway construction project
was one of the largest to be undertaken by a local authority in the UK.

Costain /Rhondda Cynon Taf CBC

Value:
£11.5 million

At-a-glance:
•
•
•
•

300,000 tyres excavated and baled
on site
100,000 m3 of rock excavation
450,000 m3 of unsuitable material
excavated and dealt with
8km of new carriageway
constructed through combination
of brownfield and greenfield
terrain

Hirwaun House, Hirwaun Industrial
Estate, Hirwaun, Aberdare CF44 9UL
T: 01685 815100
F: 01685 815101

To ensure completion on schedule, the project required a collaborative
working approach between all appointed contractors, each bringing their
own specialisms to the assignment.
Throughout the project Walters was confronted by a number of challenges
and considerations related to the existence of landfill sites in the area. One
such consideration was the need to excavate and dispose of 300,000 tyres
that had been left at site; a task that had to be undertaken with all due
consideration to environmental factors.

Solution
Walters was selected to partner with Costain Ltd at the tender stage as its
preferred earthworks subcontractor for the Church Village bypass ECI
scheme. This collaborative approach was considered the ideal method of
tackling this significant scheme and called upon both businesses’ engineers
and operatives to work together to efficiently complete the project on
schedule.
Walters was able to overcome a number of issues including the disposal of
the 300,000 tyres that were buried at the site; these were excavated, baled
and reused as elements of new gravity retaining walls.

www.walters-uk.co.uk

Walters is accredited to ISO 9001 for Quality Management, ISO
14001 for Environmental Management and OHSAS 18001
for Occupational Health & Safety.

As well as this, Walters also redesigned the highway alignment to avoid
entry into a second municipal landfill and minimised the need for extensive
earthworks at the first, resulting in a 30% reduction in the initial cost
estimate. Walters was also called upon to overcome the issue of a topsoil
shortage. This was engineered at the site using a blend of peat, soft clays
and other materials.

